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The PNR was the only party that held power in the country, by means of democratic elections and extensive
electoral intervention or fraud. The PNR was created has an effort to stop the violent struggle for power
between the victorious factions of the Mexican Revolution, and guarantee the peaceful transmission of power
for members of the party. Second Revolutionary Consensus Since s However in the s this system falls due to
criticism to the old governing group and conflicting views on economic development state capitalism or
socialism , foreign relations closer ties with US versus closer relations with rest of America and
anti-imperialism , constitutional rights social and political , land reform, Indigenismo and growing demands
from emerging social groups. Common policies are no reelection, industrialization, promotion of social
change, education for all, anticleralism and the monopoly of power by the revolutionary family PRM and PRI.
Electoral laws where changed to keep the representation of both parties. This created a two party system with
mechanism of bipartisanship el Segundo Consenso Revolucionario. In English, Second Revolutionary
Consensus that has keep in power the revolutionary family. Other parties are usually tolerated and limited
representation is given, has long as it does not put in peril the revolutionary family. Organization of Federal
government According to the Constitution, the federal republic is organized as follows: The Executive, is the
President of the United Mexican States, who is the head of state and government, as well as the
commander-in-chief of the Mexican military forces. The President also appoints the Cabinet and other
officers. The President is responsible for executing and enforcing the law, and has the authority of vetoing
bills. The president is elected by direct, popular, universal suffrage. Whoever wins a simple plurality of the
national vote is elected. Mexican presidents are limited to a single six-year term.. No one who has held the
post, even on a caretaker basis, is allowed to run or serve again. The legislative, is the bicameral Congress of
the Union, composed of a Senate and a Chamber of Deputies, makes federal law, declares war, imposes taxes,
approves the national budget and international treaties, and ratifies diplomatic appointments. Senate is
completely renewed every six years and the Chamber of Deputies every three years. Following the
constitutional precept of "no reelection," deputies and senators are not eligible to immediately succeed
themselves. The Judiciary branch of government is the Supreme Court of Justice, comprised by eleven judges
appointed by the President with Senate approval, who interpret laws and judge cases of federal competency.
All citizens, men and women over 18 years of age have full political rights at federal, state and local level.
Administrative division The United Mexican States are a federation of twenty-eight free and sovereign states,
which form a union that exercises a degree of jurisdiction over the Federal District and other territories. Each
state has its own constitution, congress, and a judiciary, and its citizens elect by direct voting a governor for a
six-year term, and representatives to their respective unicameral state congresses for three-year terms. The
states are divided into municipalities, the smallest administrative political entity in the country, governed by a
mayor or municipal president Presidente municipal , elected by its residents by plurality. The Constitution
recognizes the multicultural composition of the nation founded upon the indigenous peoples to whom the
government grants the right of self- free determination and autonomy. However no federal legislation has been
enacted to norm this right.
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Whilst not the first of its type, The Twilight Zone television series, which consisted of unrelated stories from
various genres like science fiction, horror, mystery, fantasy, suspense and thrillers, remains the most popular
amongst these types of anthology series. Starting with the original television series, which ran from to , the
show has had enormous success and was followed by two more television shows in the eighties and noughties,
a feature film adaptation from with contributions by Steven Spielberg, George Landis, Joe Dante and George
Miller, as well as a radio show and various comics, books and magazines, which all took their inspiration from
the show. I have tried to stick to smaller independent features for two main reasons. Secondly, smaller
productions seem to have more in common with the spirit of the source material, as part of the charm of the
television series were the smaller television budgets, which forced the makers to focus on original story lines
and twists as well as creative and limited use of visuals effects and production value. All the films listed here
have some sort of fantastical element to them without the use of large scale set pieces an expensive special
effects. Most of them are set in basically one location, often to stay within budget restrictions. And all of them
explore their fantastical premise through quality screen writing, characterisation, dialogue and clever plot
twists. Whilst applying the term Twilight Zone-like to non-Twilight Zone properties might be fairly
subjective, we hope that fans of the series will find some smaller unknown gems here to quench their appetite
for further trips down the dimension of imagination. Ruby Sparks tells the story of author Calvin Dano ,
whose earlier success in the literary scene has made way for self-doubt. Spurred on by his therapist Elliot
Gould , he creates a new character, Ruby Kazan , which he bases on his idea of the perfect girl, and from the
moment he does so, Calvin starts to feel inspired again. But when a week later Ruby actually materialises in
his apartment, Calvin initially thinks he has gone mad until he realises the girl somehow is the real deal and
that he can control her every move by just writing about her. Ruby Sparks benefits greatly from its impressive
cast. Dano is solid as ever and complimented nicely by Zoe Kazan as Ruby who also wrote the screenplay
whilst also being supported by Elliott Gould, Annette Bening and Antonio Banderas as his therapist, mum and
her boyfriend respectively. Well written, witty and with plenty of charm, Ruby Sparks is worth checking out if
you liked Little Miss Sunshine, any of the great cast or just a nice little romantic comedy with some fantastical
elements. Cheap Thrills tells the story of two old friends, Vince and Craig Ethan Embry and Pat Healy , who
by chance meet each other in a bar one night. What starts off as a simply dare to see who can drink their drink
fastest, quickly escalates into more dangerous and outrageous challenges as Colin keeps increasing the offered
payout. That is until Vince tells Craig that he has seen a large sum of money in the house and the two start
scheming to rob the couple blind, which of course only gets them into deeper trouble. With a fun and clever
screenplay written by David Chirchirillo and Trent Haaga who wrote the even more disturbing Deadgirl a few
years earlier , Cheap Thrills is a seriously misanthropic thrill ride which gets the viewer drawn in from the
very start and constantly keeps them guessing where this increasingly escalating twisted game is heading. The
cast is uniformly good, with David Koechner seemingly having a great time portraying his character, and if
you like your entertainment dark and humorous, Cheap Thrills should be right up your alley. Peter and Lorna
are two wannabe documentary filmmakers who have gone to great lengths to infiltrate a cult headed by a
woman called Maggie Marling who claims to have travelled back in time from the year The two want to
expose the cult and its leader as dangerous frauds but as time goes by and as they are more exposed to Maggie,
Peter starts to get seduced by the enigmatic leader, causing tension between him and Lorna. When Peter, who
is a teacher during the day, is asked to bring one of his students into the cult by Maggie and is willing to grant
this request, Lorna believes he has gotten himself in way too deep. She starts co-operating with the authorities,
who have been trying to arrest Maggie as they claim she is wanted for a series of felonies in various states. Zal
Batmanglij manages to get a lot out of very little, infusing the whole film with an extremely unsettling
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atmosphere, and also manages to coach some great performances from his cast, especially from lead Brit
Marling, who co-wrote the screenplay with him. Ethan Duplass and Sophie Moss have been in a rut and it
looks like their marriage might be falling apart. Trying to salvage the situation, they have decided to go into
therapy and at the recommendation of their therapist Ted Danson , the couple decides to go away for the
weekend and rent a luxurious villa in the country. And what was supposed to be a relaxing getaway in order to
resolve their issues, instead becomes a bizarre conundrum, leading to far more complex relationship issues.
Mark Duplass and Elisabeth Moss are the only two actors in the film apart from a brief appearance from Ted
Danson at the very start of the movie as their therapist and they are completely convincing as both their initial
selves as well as their more upbeat and hip copies, thereby making it easy for the viewer to suspend their
disbelief and just go with this outrageous concept whilst also making some insightful observations about love
and relationships. Credit should also go to director Charlie McDowell, who delivers a really assured debut
feature. The two had already made two previous features together, but Predestination marks the point where
they really start getting into their own and actually provide a fresh and original take on the time travel genre.
The whole point of the narrative is its intricate web of time travel conundrums. The bureau is headed by Mr.
This time the agent is sent to where he meets a man, who writes a column for a magazine under the guise of
being a woman. So starts the story of Jane Sarah Snook , an orphaned girl who grows up to be recruited for the
Space Corps, until medical tests discover an anomaly, which disqualifies her and sets in motion a series of
events which will have everything to do with the Fizzle Bomber, the Agent and even the Temporal Bureau
itself. Another film where a lot is achieved with relatively little, although at times the budget restrains do
show, Predestination is an extremely intricate yet fresh take on the time travel concept. Without giving
anything away, the film thrives on the conundrums and paradoxes of time travel and even goes out of its way
to actually overcomplicate them.
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Edit Maria was born somewhere in Mexico in between the 17th and 18th centuries, and changed into a
vampire at the age of Maria used to be part of a coven in Monterrey , where she had a mate and two older
vampires who were - for all intents and purposes - her parents. During one of the battles of the Southern
vampire wars , her coven was destroyed and her territory was claimed by another coven. To get her revenge,
she joined forces with Lucy and Nettie , who had also lost their respective territories and covens. Maria, Lucy
and Nettie. Maria took newborn armies to a new level by choosing humans with combat potential and giving
them more training than anyone had bothered to do before. When she met the young Confederate officer
named Jasper Whitlock , she hoped his physical stature and military experience would make him a helpful
addition to the coven. When she realized his ability to control emotions , she put him in charge of her other
newborns. He made the newborns cooperate with one another. However, soon she became greedy and sought
to extend her control further by claiming other Mexican territories belonging to other vampire clans. Jasper,
who she had placed as her second-in-command, was very close to her, and thought of her as a god-like figure.
Jasper was often rewarded by Maria, especially for helping her defeat Nettie and Lucy when they rebelled. In
the film they are portrayed as being romantically involved, with Jasper believing that she had truly loved him.
He later discovered that Maria never felt that way towards him and only used him as her "puppet". She never
treated him as an equal and never forgot about her deceased mate. One night, Maria ordered Jasper to kill all
of the newborns who showed no potential to remain in her coven. It made Jasper sick and depressed to do this.
Jasper recognized this, and did the same with other newborns. But before either of them could execute each
other, Peter , a vampire whom Jasper had let escape years with another newborn named Charlotte before,
returned and took him to the North for a more peaceful life. Maria eventually forgave Jasper for his defection,
and considers herself to be on good terms with him. She continues to zealously defend her territories in
Mexico against interlopers. In the Midnight Sun draft, Edward mentions that Maria once sought the Cullens
out when they were in Calgary, prompting them to move again; Jasper politely told her to keep her distance in
the future. Jasper also asked Peter and Charlotte to tell Maria that he wishes her well, should they meet her
again. Physical description Edit The Twilight Saga: In Eclipse , Maria is described as a tiny brunette with a
soft and musical voice with a tendency to be sharp. Knowing that she cannot keep newborns after their first
year was almost up, she would order Jasper to dispose of them and then recruit new ones. She is also
manipulative, able to make Jasper willingly serve her before he left her army to find a more peaceful life with
Alice and the Cullen family. Though Maria is manipulative and cold, she is not unfeeling - she grew fond of
Jasper, which he also knew from his power to sense her feelings. She had better self-control than Nettie and
Lucy, but barely strong enough to restrain herself to create newborns. Relationships Maria once belonged to a
coven in Monterrey, where she also had a mate. When her coven was destroyed, she was the only one who
escaped.
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Jasper, Maria, Nettie and Lucy. Eventually the Volturi swept in and cleaned house, giving the South a short
time of peace until others started forming their own armies again and attacking unsuspecting covens like the
Monterrey coven which left only Maria alive. Defeated and alone, Maria joined forces with two other
vampires, Lucy and Nettie , who had also lost their territories and covens. To create an effective army, Maria
decided to look for people with experience in the military to turn, and stumbled across Jasper Whitlock.
Overnight, they created an army of newborn vampires and reclaimed their old territory with few casualties,
one of the survivors being Jasper. Later on, they continued to attack the neighboring territories by
continuously creating newborns and disposing of those who become useless after their first year. The group
was later torn apart when Nettie and Lucy attempted to rebel against Maria. Jasper felt their malevolent
emotions and warned Maria; and together, they killed Lucy and Nettie in a preemptive attack. Every year,
Maria ordered Jasper to dispose of the vampires that had almost lived up to their year mark as newborns. But
Jasper found promising skills in Peter and persuaded Maria to keep him. Two years later, Peter fell in love
with a newborn named Charlotte , and betrayed the coven after multiple failed attempts to keep her in the
coven. Together, they fled Mexico and went up North. Jasper could have slaughtered them in no time, but he
chose to let them flee. Five years later, Peter returned to visit Jasper and told him about life up North. He
invited him to join them, which he accepted to avoid killing Maria and in hopes of finding a better future than
his life in the coven that had so depressed him. This coven is still active to this day, with only Maria as the
permanent member. She continues to create and dispose newborns to protect her territories, and has come to
forgive Jasper for his betrayal. The leader of the coven. She created this coven with several newborns in order
to reclaim her territory from a local coven that destroyed her mate and her original coven. She is currently the
only active member of this coven. All of them are chosen by Maria as soldiers. At the end of their first year,
they will be disposed of and replaced when their strengths are no longer superior than mature vampires. Most
newborns are male with physical attributes, but some have been female or young ones with lesser physical
attributes who merely added to the numbers. Former members Lucy Lucy: A female vampire who lost her
mate and her territory when her coven was attacked. After her territory was reclaimed, she and Nettie plotted
against Maria. However, she was outsmarted by Maria and her henchman, Jasper and was executed for
treason, along with Nettie. As above, a female vampire losing territory when her coven was attacked. After her
territory was reclaimed, she and Lucy plotted against Maria. However, she was outsmarted by Maria and her
henchman, Jasper and was executed for treason, along with Lucy. Jasper Whitlock Jasper Whitlock: The first
vampire created by Maria. He left the coven in , met Alice and joined the Cullen coven. When he fell for
Charlotte, he attempted to persuade Maria to spare her as well, but she refused. In , he escaped with Charlotte
and became nomads in North America. Newborn soldiers Multiple deceased newborn soldiers: All of them
were either killed in battle or executed at the end of their first year. Most newborns were male with physical
attributes, but some had been female or young ones with lesser physical attributes who merely added to the
numbers. The first nine soldiers, including Jasper, were carefully chosen by Maria with either experience on
battlefield and in the military.
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And this is Pedro, nine years old, a lonely, rootless little boy, who will soon make the acquaintance of a
traveler from a distant place. We are at present forty miles from the Rio Grande , but any place and all places
can be the Twilight Zone. He has killed a police officer and was wounded by another. When he reaches a
village bar, he collapses. A sympathetic doctor operates on him, removing two bullets from his chest. The
alien who refers to himself as "Mr. Williams" becomes friends with Pedro, an orphan whose job is to clean the
bar. Pedro receives a gift from Williams, who tells Pedro that he will explain it later. Williams attempts to
escape back to his ship, but soldiers and villagers corner him. He tries to explain that he has come in peace and
that the police officer getting shot was an accident. He tells Pedro to show the gift to the doctor, but the
villagers take the gift from him and set it on fire, claiming that it must be black magic or of the devil. As the
villagers watch Pedro and Williams reaching for each other, fear drives them to shoot Williams before he has a
chance to harm the boy. With Williams lying dead, the doctor picks up the remains of the gift from the fire. He
reads the note on it aloud: We come as friends and in peace. We bring you this gift. The following chemical
formula is The doctor states, "We have not just killed a man; we have killed a dream. An Rx off a shelf in the
Twilight Zone. Trivia from The Twilight Zone. Unlocking the Door to a Television Classic.
6: "The Twilight Zone" The Gift (TV Episode ) - IMDb
The Mexican coven was founded by a vampire named Maria who used it to raise an army of newborn vampires with two
stray vampires who were chased out because of the Southern vampire wars, Lucy and Nettie.

7: Mexican twilight | Woolworths TASTE
Place the grapefruit chunks and syrup into a Collins glass and crush using a muddler. Add the tequila and crushed ice,
to taste, and mix. Drizzle with the cassis and serve.

8: Mexico (Twilight of a New Era) | Alternative History | FANDOM powered by Wikia
NuMex Twilight Chilli is a real beauty and one of the most unusual varieties of chilli peppers developed at New Mexico
State University. It is a hybrid of the Thai Ornamental Chilli. It is a hybrid of the Thai Ornamental Chilli.

9: Twilight (disambiguation) - Wikipedia
Maria is a Mexican vampire, the creator of Jasper Whitlock, and the leader of the Mexican coven: an army of newborn
vampires. She is portrayed by Catalina Sandino Moreno in the movie adaptation of Eclipse.
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